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Harassment of residents of Celebrities demand medical help for Navalny
JK Rowling, three Nobel Prize winners for literature Herta Mueller
Sainik Colony by JMC totally
unacceptable: Namrta
MOSCOW, APR 18: A doctor for
imprisoned Russian opposition
leader Alexei Navalny, who is in the
third week of a hunger strike, says his
health is deteriorating rapidly and the
44-year-old Kremlin critic could be
on the verge of death.
Physician Yaroslav Ashikhmin said
Saturday that test results he received
from Navalny's family show him with
sharply elevated levels of potassium,
which can bring on cardiac arrest, and
heightened creatinine levels that indicate impaired kidneys.
“Our patient could die at any moment,” he said in a Facebook post.
Anastasia Vasilyeva, head of the
Navalny-backed Alliance of Doctors
union, said on Twitter that “action
must be taken immediately.” Navalny
is Russian President Vladimir Putin's
most visible and adamant opponent.

HIMALAYAN MAIL NEWS
JAMMU, APR 18

Apni party provincial
president, women wing,
Jammu, Namrta Sharma
today strongly Criticized
and Condemned the harassment of the citizens of
Sainik colony by the
Jammu Municipal Corporation authorities.
While addressing a public meeting at sector B,
sainik colony, Jammu
Namrta said, the role of
Jammu Municipal Corporation has been highly condemnable as the JMC authorities are harassing the
citizens of the colony on the
pretext on encroachments.
She further said that Sainik
Colony was established in
1969 by the Sainik Cooperative house building society
Ltd and has established
laws and bylaws for the development of the colony.
The Sainik Cooperative society authorized every resident of the colony to plant

trees in the parameter of 5ft
in front of their houses so
the slogan of green and
clean Sainik Colony should
prevail. But the Jammu
Municipal Corporation is
unlawfully dismantling the
authorized fancing for the
trees and plants which is
not acceptable by the people of Sainik colony. Namrta warned the Jammu Municipal
Corporation
authorities to refrain from
harassing the citizens of the
area otherwise the whole
people will come on the
streets against the unlawful
act of JMC. She said that
JMC cannot overrule the
laws and bylaws of Sainik
Corporative House Building Society Limited.
Namrta said “No attention has been given to improve the water supply, unscheduled power cuts,
repair of inner lanes, improving drainage system.
Rather, a drive, on the contrary, a demolition drive
has been initiated to remove the plantation and

Apple to shut its stores in US as
Covid precautionary measure

SAN FRANCISCO, APRIL 18: Apple has taken a step
back in its efforts to reopen its stores around the world,
with all six of its retail outlets in the US' Michigan closed as
a preventative measure.
The six outlets in the state closed on Friday, confirmed by
Apple as a "temporary" measure "due to current Covid-19
conditions" in the state.
Store listings for the six confirm they are closed for the
foreseeable future, with no indication as to when they will reopen to the public, reports AppleInsider.
"We take this step with an abundance of caution as we
closely monitor the situation and look forward to having
our teams and customers back as soon as possible," the
company was quoted as saying.
While the stores are immediately closed, they will still
be performing any pre-arranged tasks with customers over
the following few days, the report said.
The store pages advise they are currently still open for
pickup of existing online orders, previously scheduled instore Genius Support appointments, and any already-reserved one-on-one shopping sessions with a specialist, until April 18.
Recently, the tech giant decided to shut down 20 stores in
France as the country entered its third phase of Covid-19
lockdown. "We will soon close temporarily," said a notice on
the Apple Opera Paris' site (in translation).
"For the moment, we are open for the collection of current
online orders, and assistance at the Genius Bar for appointments already scheduled before Saturday, April 3," it
added.

greenery, which has been
developed after a great effort by the residents to
make the ‘kandi’ area habitable and more beautiful.”
Namrta apprised JMC
that the land of sainik
colony belongs to sainik
colony house building society and reminded that the
laws and bylaws of sainik
colony prevails over JMC in
sainik colony. She said
‘Sainik colony is a wellplanned colony with beautiful infrastructure and is a
purely residential colony
with a separate commercial
complex and all the roads
which are upto 64 ft. wide
are the internal roads of the
colony and not a highway’
Namrta warned the authorities to stop such harassment of the harassment of well-decorated ex
servicemen and civilians of
the colony and said there
would be agitation against
JMC if the harassment
drive is not stopped.
The meeting was called
by Mr Harkirat Singh Sas-

san, who while speaking on
the occasion said that Such
an attitude of JMC is intolerable and unacceptable.
He questioned why only
sainik colony was targeted
while other wards are having the same infrastructure.
Mr. Devinder Sharma,
organizer of the meeting
said that the residents
should unite and protest
against the dictatorial attitude of JMC.
Sanjeev Sharma and Kulbir Singh Samyal, residents
of the colony, questioned
that why Greenery is being
targeted in sainik colony
while plantation drives are
being promoted all over India.
Other Prominent citizens
present were Bhagwan
Singh Nagra, Manuj
Sharma, Yashpal Singh
Choudary, Ravi Sharma,
Suraj Singh Jasrotia, Ashok
Sharma, Capt. Surajbhan,
Bharat Singh Jamwal, Mr.
Kapoor, PS Chib, Rakesh
Sharma and VK Sharma.

His personal physicians have not
been allowed to see him in prison. He
went on hunger strike to protest the
refusal to let them visit when he began experiencing severe back pain
and a loss of feeling in his legs. Russia's state penitentiary service has
said that Navalny is receiving all the
medical help he needs.
Navalny was arrested on Jan. 17

when he returned to Russia from Germany, where had spent five months
recovering from Soviet nerve-agent
poisoning that he blames on the
Kremlin. Russian officials have denied any involvement and even questioned whether Navalny was poisoned, which was confirmed by
several European laboratories.
Asked about Navalny's worsening
condition, U.S. President Joe Biden
told reporters Saturday: “It's totally
totally unfair and totally inappropriate. On the basis of having the poison
and then on a hunger strike.” Navalny
was ordered to serve 2 1/2 years in
prison on the grounds that his long
recovery in Germany violated a suspended sentence he had been given
for a fraud conviction in a case that
Navalny says was politically motivated.

'A very good weird': Israel drops
outdoor COVID mask order
JERUSALEM, APRIL
18: Israelis went about
barefaced on Sunday after
the order to wear masks
outdoors was rescinded in
another step towards relative normality thanks to the
country's mass vaccination
against COVID-19.
With about 81% of citizens or residents over 16 the age group eligible for
the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine in Israel - having received both doses, contagions and hospitalisations
are down sharply.
But entry by foreigners is
still limited and non-immune Israelis who return
from abroad must self-isolate, due to concern virus
variants could challenge
the vaccine.
The Health Ministry said

it had detected seven cases
of a new Indian variant in
Israel, whose potency was
being assessed.
"We are leading the
world right now when it
comes to emerging from
the coronavirus," Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told reporters.
"(But) we have still not finished with the coronavirus.
It can return."
The
police-enforced
wearing of protective
masks outdoors, ordered a
year ago for non-exercise
activities, was scrapped.
But the Health Ministry
said the requirement still
applied for indoor public
spaces and urged citizens
to keep masks to hand.
"Breathing Freely," read
the cover headline of the

mass-circulation daily Israel Hayom.
"Being without a mask
for the first time in a long
time feels weird. But it's a
very good weird," Amitai
Hallgarten, 19, said while
sunning himself at a park.
"If I need to be masked indoors to finish with this I'll do everything I can."
With Israeli kindergarteners, elementary and high
school students already
back in class, middle school
pupils who had been kept
at home or attended class
sporadically returned to
pre-pandemic schedules.
Teachers were instructed
to continue ventilating
classrooms and to maintain social distancing in
lessons and breaks.
Extra-curricular activi-

ties such as children's theatres remain off-limits.
"This is still a non-vaccinated population (children
under the age of 16) that we
want to safeguard," Health
Ministry official Sharon Alroy-Preis told Israel's Army
Radio.
Israel
counts
East
Jerusalem Palestinians
among its 9.3 million population and has administered the vaccines there.
The 5.2 million Palestinians in the occupied West
Bank and the Islamist
Hamas-controlled Gaza
Strip have been receiving
limited supplies of vaccines
provided by Israel, Russia,
the United Arab Emirates,
the global COVAX vaccinesharing scheme and China.
Reuters

Sikh community and lawmakers seek probe into
Indianapolis shooting as potential hate crime
WASHINGTON, APRIL 18
: Influential American lawmakers and Sikh community leaders
have sought a thorough investigation into the mass shooting at
a FedEx facility in the US state of
Indiana as a potential hate crime
that killed eight people, including
four Sikhs.
Indian-American Congressman Raja Krishnamoorthi on
Saturday called for investigation
of potential anti-Sikh motivations
in the incident that took place late
Thursday night.
“While the Indianapolis and
Sikh communities continue to
mourn, and as the rest of our
country mourns with them, investigators must also determine
if this mass shooting was a hatemotivated attack in addition to
serving as another example of the
plague of gun violence which has
beset our nation,” Krishnamoorthi said.
The four Sikh community

members who lost their lives are
Amarjeet Kaur Johal, aged 66;
Jasvinder Kaur, aged 64; Amarjit Sekhon, aged 48; and
Jaswinder Singh, aged 68. Three
of the deceased are women.
The violence began at 11 pm local time on Thursday during shift
change at the FedEx warehouse
in Indianapolis—a time when the
area was heavily trafficked with
many employees arriving for or
leaving after their shift.
The tragic incident comes as
the country has witnessed a recent wave of anti-Asian hate
crimes during this pandemic after a broader increase in hatemotivated crimes and violence
against a range of American communities over the last half
decade, Krishnamoorthi said.
“We do not yet know the motive
of the shooter, and we may never
know for sure what drove him to
do what he did. We do know,
however, that the FedEx facility

he targeted was known for having
a large workforce,” said a joint
statement issued by eight Gurdwaras of Indianapolis.
“Given everything our community has experienced in the pastthe pattern of violence, bigotry,
and backlash we have faced – it is
impossible not to feel that same
pain and targeting in this moment. We expect that the authorities will continue their full investigation and share what they
learn when they can, and they will
take this into account,” the joint
statement said.
Eminent community leader
Gurinder Singh Khalsa, President
of the Indiana-based Sikhs Political Action Committee, announced to set up a task force to
look into the circumstances and
potential lapses that resulted in
the horrific mass shooting at a
FedEx location.
Given that a large number of
Sikh members worked at this

FedEx facility, the task force
would also look into preventing
hate crime at workplaces having
sizable members of the ethnic
and religious minorities, he said.
Senate Majority Leader Chuck
Schumer said that the Senate will
move forward with a gun safety
legislation.
“We must all stand together to
stop the gun violence epidemic
that has cost too many American
lives,” he said.
"The shooting in Indiana is a
stark reminder that unless we
take action on gun violence soon,
these incidents will keep occurring. My heart breaks for those affected by this violence. The Senate must find the courage to act,”
Congressman Eric Swalwell said.
“Learning the confirmation
that four of those killed in the Indianapolis shooting were members of the Sikh community is
heart wrenching,” tweeted Sabrina Singh, Deputy Press Secre-

tary to US Vice President.
Though the motive is still unclear, understandably this type of
event triggers fear and uncertainty -- much like what the community faced after 9/11 and in the
aftermath of the killing of six
Sikhs at a gurdwara in Oak Creek
in 2012, said non-profit South
Asian Americans Living Together
(SAALT).
The organisation said that it
stands in solidarity with the Sikh
community, in Indianapolis and
across the country, as they move
towards healing.
“This is a shocking incident.
Our prayers are with families of
all the victims. We would like to
advise families to be careful as
many could be celebrating
Baisakhi outdoors. We are in
touch with federal agencies for
the safety and security of people
at these community events. We
urge the administration to investigate all motives including hate
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